CUNY, Cops Create Student Blacklist

By D.J. Fricke

The City University of New York (CUNY) has waged a concerted campaign in cooperation with the New York City Police Department to compile a list of students arrested at anti-budget-cut rallies and demonstrations, and circulated that list to the security directors at all CUNY colleges, according to university documents.

The documents, among several hundred pages obtained by Manhattan attorney Ron Maguire through the Freedom of Information Act, are largely confidential, interoffice memos exchanged by some of the university's highest-ranking officials, including Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds.

Some documents detail the university's agreement with the NYPD to cooperate in breaking up on-campus demonstrations. In one, a letter from Reynolds to Police Commissioner William Bratton.

While CUNY students protested at rallies like City Hall on March 23, University officials were building lists of names.

Reynolds commends city police officers for, "the excellent cooperation, assistance and support given our officers by members of the New York City Police Department" in arresting 44 demonstrators at the continued on page 2

Fewer Subjects Offered, For Now

By Tamim Islam

Baruch's former tutoring facilities have been discontinued in favor of a new tutoring center, but what services it will provide haven't been decided yet and aren't likely to be until next semester.

The Student Academic Consulting Center (SACC), under the authority of Provost Lois Cronholm, went into service on October 2 on the 13th floor of the East 18th Street building, which was previously occupied by the now retrenched Department of Academic Skills. At present, this center will only support students needing help in remedial English courses and certain math courses: 0010, 0020, 0030, 2001, 2006, 2007, 2010 and 2301.

In addition, there will be a study lab for BUS 1000 courses, which will be in the East 26th Street building.

The structuring of SACC reflects a radical cutback from the previous tutoring services at Baruch. Previously, tutoring was available in statistics, accounting, mathematics, English, economics, law, CIS, finance, history, and sociology through the Office of Student Life, the Academic Skills Department and other offices and clubs.

As of now, all tutorial services at Baruch College will be provided through the SACC only. The Office of Student Life, on the 15th floor of the East 26th Street building will no longer provide any tutorial support.

Although the plan for the SACC calls for a broader range of tutoring than is currently available, the precise range has not yet been ascertained. A survey of selected classes will be conducted to determine the demand for tutorial assistance in different courses. This survey will also try to answer the times of the day when tutorial help is most helpful.

Dr. Donald Smith, associate provost, urged all the students receiving a questionnaire to answer with sincerity because this survey results will shape the way Baruch students receive tutorial services.

Although Smith gave the impression that it might be a Baruch-wide survey, Dr. Susan Murgulas of the Office of Institutional Research, which is administrating the survey, said that a college-wide survey will not be cost effective.

Although most applaud the concept of centralized tutoring at the SACC, most students, especially in the School of Business, feel that the temporary suspension of tutorial services pending the survey is ill-conceived.

"Cutting of business school tutoring without a backup [service] is very poor management," said Andrew Heller, the president of the Day Session Student Government (DSSG) and an accounting major.

Pamela Mitchell, president of the Evening Session Students' Assembly said that Provost continued on page 5
Student Activists Learned Politics At Early Age

By Anamie Baile

Student activists have been involved in political movements from a young age. This article explores the experiences of some of these activists as they developed their political awareness.

**Political Science Major Learns In Real-Life Laboratory**

**By Angel Ponce**

Angel Ponce, a political science major, has been actively involved in political movements since his teenage years. In this article, he reflects on his experiences and discusses the impact of these movements on his personal and professional development.

CUNY Student Is Not Afraid To Get Hands Dirty

**By Anamie Baile**

This article highlights the dedication and courage of CUNY students who have been at the forefront of political activism. It features interviews with several students who share their stories and insights on the importance of getting involved in the political process.

Blacklist

**By Angel Ponce**

The practice of political blacklisting has a long history in the United States. This article explores the impact of this practice on individuals and the broader political landscape, drawing on historical examples and contemporary cases.

Student Activists Learned Politics At Early Age

By Anamie Baile

Born to politically-aware parents, Anamie Baile was exposed to political activism from a young age. In this article, she reflects on how her early exposure shaped her political beliefs and commitments.
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The Rumor is Now Reality!

Administrative proponents are willing to engage in an Open Forum with students to discuss their proposed scheduling grid.

Student Government
Open Forum
On Tuesday, October 17, 1995
1:00 PM 23rd Street, RM. 4 North

For more Information: 360 Park Ave. South RM. 1531
Day Session Student Government at (212) 802-6790

---

Tutoring Restructured; Fewer Subjects Offered
Survey To Determine Subjects; Results Won't Be Applied Until Next Semester

Survey To Determine Subjects; Results Won't Be Applied Until Next Semester

---

The City University Graduate School and University Center is sponsoring an evening Career Exploration Workshop on October 12 and 13. Students are encouraged to attend this event to explore various career paths.

---

CAREER EXPLORATION WORKSHOPS
The Division of Student Development is sponsoring an evening Career Exploration Workshop on October 12 and 13. Students are encouraged to attend this event to explore various career paths.

---

STUDENT HEALTH INSURANCE
A voluntary group health insurance program, underwritten by Group Health Incorporated, is available to all students. Information, contact the Office of Student Life, Room 1512, 360 Park Ave., or the Student Development Reception Center, Room 1704, 360 Park Ave.

---

Baruch Recruitment
If you have a record of achievement at Baruch and in your community and possess good communication skills, you may be interested in becoming a group of students representing Baruch to high school students at College Information Nights. For more information, contact Mr. Scott at Room 1709 of 360 Park Ave. South from 1:00 to 3:00 p.m. or by phone at 447-3521.

---

Student Health Insurance
A voluntary group health insurance program, underwritten by Group Health Incorporated, is available to all students. Information, contact the Office of Student Life, Room 1512, 360 Park Ave. South, or the Student Development Reception Center, Room 1704, 360 Park Ave.

---

For more Information: 360 Park Ave. South RM. 1531
Day Session Student Government at (212) 802-6790
CUNY Blacklist

continued from page 2

NYPD arrest lists secured by your office in connection with recent student demonstrations," the memo says.

The page of the list pertaining to Baruch bears only two names: Orlando Green and Angel Reinoso, both student activists arrested on April 25. This list, according to a later memo, was circulated to college security directors.

Another memo from Thomas, this one dated March 23 and addressed to Nunez-Wormack, outlines the events from the City Hall rally, and confirms that, according to Elique, the protestors had a permit to legally march on Wall Street following the rally. The memo then goes on to say, "Police did not permit the group to march along the designated route... Police also sealed off areas, corralling protestors behind barricades and, at times, not allowing people to move in either direction."

According to witnesses, it was at this point that many of the 59 arrests were made, during which several protestors were injured, including three who, according to the memo, the police sprayed with chemical mace.

Thomas' memo concludes, "We are still attempting to secure further information on the names of the students arrested. Jose Elique continues to be in contact with the police in an attempt to get this information."

The memo makes no mention of identifying the police officers who injured and arrested students attempting to carry out a legal march.

In an update, on March 30, Thomas in another memo informs Nunez-Wormack that the "retrieval of social security numbers or dates of birth of those arrested may not be possible for all individuals," but mentions an updated list of CUNY students and faculty "based on a cross-reference of social security numbers in our system and the age of those arrested as listed in the police report."

In a later memo dated April 27, Nunez-Wormack sends to Kingsborough Community College President Leo Goldstein a list of students from his school arrested at demonstrations, and directs him to "determine if these students are in good academic standing and advise me of your findings." The memo indicates that a copy was also sent to Chancellor Reynolds.

Watch for further coverage of the CUNY blacklist in upcoming issues of The Ticker.
Neo-McCarthyism at CUNY!

Several hundred pages of documents obtained from the City University of New York have revealed that CUNY practices policies that could not possibly be part of its mission in the City of New York: building links on politically active students, with the cooperation of the New York Police Department. Precisely what this information is used for is unclear, but irrelevant. The evidence showing that CUNY is engaged in McCarthyism is damning enough.

Even if CUNY were not in a financial crisis, it is an insult to students to have their tuition money used to finance a secret spying campaign. That we are in a financial crisis makes the CUNY blacklist not just immoral, but a criminal waste of funds and man-hours.

A public college should not be in the business of compiling dossiers on students it considers politically undesirable. Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds should bring this Nixonian practice to end — immediately.

You Call This Fixed?

The administration’s desire to restructure college tutoring programs is commendable, but it has been badly mishandled by Provost Lois Cronholom's office.

Instead, the wide-ranging tutoring programs that were administrated by the Office of Student Life have been eliminated, and replaced with English and low-level math and business tutoring. Apparently, this isn’t a good semester to take CIS, finance or liberal arts courses for any student who might need tutoring.

To discontinue the bulk of tutoring programs pending survey results that won’t be implemented until next semester is ludicrous and does a grave disservice to students who need tutoring today.

Living in the '90s

Everybody Is Sending Messages; But Who’s Getting Them?

By David S. Ortiz

The national and even global preoccupation with telling everyone what we think, say, feel, and do is not new. As The Ticker predicts, the way to interpret this new wave is to see it as the start of a trend toward increased communication.

The O.J. trial started out as a case about whether the ex-NFL running back was guilty of criminal charges; it ended up containing a number of significant issues, among them, of course, the trial of a woman to be left in peace (not pass). And, as it has been said, the trial was one of the last vestiges of any notion of any endangered citizen. Somehow, though, the case degenerated very quickly into something quite different—something horrible, perverse, obscene.

But now we know that none of that matters and never has. We have seen that there is only one thing in the system that really matters—sending a message. This is all. This is the ultimate purpose of human existence, the essence of all meaning.

Towards the end of the trial, the defense lawyer Johnnie Cochran persuaded the jury, and it appeared, seemed, little permutation, if any, that their chief business was not to consider all truth, but just to send a message to the world. The jury did just that by the rest of the story, as they say.

Yes, it seems that “message sending” is true crime of the day. No mistakes, and no mistake in anyone else anyway, not really, and not at all. This is one doing so as unapologetic to our ugly sufferings and pain and to use the “language of expression.” Instead, everyone “sends mea­ sage”.

"Johnnie Cochran persuaded the jury not to consider the evidence."
City Slickers

Taking the City for All
It's Got!

By Michael Hau

The Mayor has asked New Yorkers to "do it with less." As Rankin students, we all know what that phrase translates into—hundreds of dollars in increased tuition, massive reductions in services, overcrowded classrooms, and a general sense of disempowerment. However, the threat of economic hardship is not new to New York. In fact, the city has been in this situation for years. Mayor Giuliani has employed 125 people and laid off another 125 in other units. These were jobs DJL could have taken over.

Mayor Giuliani's underfunding of New York City's social services and other social assistance programs, he continues to line the pockets of his wealthy donors. Just as an example of a company that took the City's money and ran, there are countless other instances where companies, after receiving millions from the City, have "made good.

"Residents are social welfare as if it were the worst evil men ever made."

The Tarrant Bakery is the classic example of a company that took the City's money and ran. In 1995, the Bakery was allowed to take $1,216,000 from the City's money, even though it was paying $1,200 less. They were able to do this because of a policy that it was returning the favor to New York by relocating its entire operation to Pennsylvania. (Thank you Tarrant for showing us how to play the City's game!) Mayor Giuliani is perhaps the premiere architect in making economic development bogus deals. On January 24, 1995, Mayor Giuliani announced that the First Boston Corporation had agreed to remain, expand up to 5,000 jobs from its original 2,704 jobs in New York for the next two decades in exchange for tax incentives. However, Newsday has reported that 900 jobs would be eliminated in the City in the next year alone. Mayor Giuliani has advocated replacing social welfare with "workfare"—tax breaks and grants to businesses to create and maintain jobs. Until then, it is an insult to New Yorkers whose Republican, like Giuliani and Pataki, has slashed social welfare as if it were the worst evil men ever made on earth and dare not make the same mistakes when asked about corporate welfare.

HERBROCK'S CARTOON

THE BOTTOM LINE

Once and For All
Iron Fist on the Wrong Hand

By Kevin Dugad

Like an increasing number of people, I find myself disappointed by the play-by-play... From O.J. Simpson to Elvis sightings to disappearances, there is always something new on the screen goes well with dinner. Here in the Big Apple we have witnessed a year mirate in law enforcement. After two years of Mayor Giuliani's quality of life operations, as a New York Times reporter put it, "crime in the city has dropped a whopping 20 percent .. Also in January 1995, you Taystee for showing us how to play the boomdoggle deals. On January 24, 1995 the artist in making economic development... In a time when all these instances are taking place, I would feel that this would be an insult to the West-Indian community as well as the African-Americans...."
Lock’Em Up! And Don’t Forget to Throw Away the Key!

By Daniel Patrick

In the 1960s, such brilliant liberals as Supreme Court Chief Justice Earl Warren, the chief judge of the U.S. Court of Appeals David Bazelon and the U.S. Attorney General Ramsey Clark thought the remedy for the punishment of criminals was the wrong approach. They felt therapeutic alternatives to punishment, social programs and mergers for the rights of the accused led to criminological chaos.

With so many innocent lives lost, you would think liberals would realize what the police have wrought. Rather, many refuse to admit the consequences of their policies. Behind the wall of public safety, there is a prevention of lying eyes sometimes convinced and then sentenced to a year in prison. Criminals who come up in jail typically spend just a little more than two years in confinement, serving on average only a third of their sentence. Four out of five state prison inmates today are repeat offenders. Almost half of all inmates are in the midst of at least their fourth sentence.

Economist further reports that 486,785 crimes are committed each year by criminals on parole, probation or jail release. That number includes 346,020 assaults, 319,740 robberies, 24,990 rapes, and 7,665 murders. Forty-three percent of all felons released early are rearrested for another felony within three years. Forty-four percent of all felons released early are rearrested for another felony within three years. Four out of five state prison inmates today are repeat offenders. About half of all inmates are in the midst of at least their fourth sentence.

The RAND Corporation, in a 1994 study, concluded that full-term imprisonment can result in huge reductions in the crime rates. On California’s new “three strikes and you are out” law, the study estimated that long-term incapacitation of repeat offenders will cut statewide crime an average of 28 percent. That represents 340,500 fewer crime victimizations each year.

The criminals in prisons are not misunderstood olds who need our tender loving care. A 1993 survey of convicted felons in state prisons showed they had killed 112,000 people, raped 99,000, robbed 204,000, and stolen 14,000,000 people.

Incarceration will not make crime obsolete, but then again, nothing will. Crime will always be with us. But America can see to the levels of public safety it once took for granted. Think liberals would realize what the police have wrought. Rather, many refuse to admit the consequences of their policies. Behind the wall of public safety, there is a prevention of lying eyes sometimes convinced and then sentenced to a year in prison. Criminals who come up in jail typically spend just a little more than two years in confinement, serving on average only a third of their sentence. Four out of five state prison inmates today are repeat offenders. Almost half of all inmates are in the midst of at least their fourth sentence.

The Captains Said It Was A Merger. But, For Us, It’s More Like A Shipwreck

Four out of five inmates are repeat offenders.

Rap Industry’s Dilemma: Money or Music?

Time Warner’s Expansion Plans In Question

By Tawana Blount

Saturday, Oct. 7

Though it is not the scope of Hurricane Andrew, with winds of 125 miles per hour, Hurricane Opal is the fourth most costly catastrophe to U.S. insurers, and the third most costly hurricane to sweep the nation. Due to the great losses caused by the lastest hurricane, many anticipate insurers to redefine their efforts to limit the number of policies they write in coastal areas more prone to hurricane attacks. Insurance premiums have been sharply increased for Florida homeowners. In the absence of hurricane Andrew in 1992, with damage amounting to nearly 15.5 billion dollars, the damages Hurricane Opal caused to residences on Florida homewoners are likely to increase even further.

From The Wall Street Journal

Mexico announced to replace the $12.5 billion emergency loan package from the U.S. earlier than scheduled, a move which will alleviate some tensions between the Clinton Administration and the Mexican government for providing the fund. The decision by the Mexican government will make it harder for critics who argued that the borrowed money won’t be repaid. Clinton called the payment “another important step on the road to financial recovery for Mexico.” President Zedillo of Mexico said that “Obama is proof that the money wasn’t a giveaway.” This decision also lightening Mexico’s economy, outlook which drew some nervousness over the past two weeks. The nervousness had pushed the peso nearly 3% against the dollar and market sentiment turned as an announcement that the peso closed 3.9% below the peso closed at 6.5500 to the dollar.

The Net

The Net is now part of the world. It is the Internet and the World Wide Web, which are connected through the standard protocols that govern data transmission across computer networks. It allows for the seamless sharing of information across the globe.

The Net is a network of networks, a vast distributed computing infrastructure that connects millions of computers worldwide. It enables users to access a wide range of resources, including text documents, multimedia files, and interactive services.

The Net’s growth has been driven by the development of powerful tools for creating and accessing content. This has led to a proliferation of newsgroups, bulletin boards, and other forms of electronic communication.

The Net also provides a platform for e-commerce, enabling businesses to sell products and services over the Internet.

The Net is not just a technological marvel; it is also a cultural phenomenon. It has given rise to new forms of social interaction, such as virtual communities and online communities of interest.
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Baruch Graduates In The Spotlight: Part III

Sara Lee Knit Products

New Director Of Internal Audit

WINSTON-SALEM, N.C... Curtis James, a Trinidad and Tobago native, has joined Sara Lee Knit Products as Director of internal audit. He joined the company from Global Reeder Carriers, Ltd. (an affiliate of Del Monte Fresh Produce, Inc.) Curtis obtained a bachelor of business degree from Baruch College and is a certified public accountant.

Sara Lee Knit Products, headquartered in Winston-Salem, N.C., manufacturers and markets underwear and activewear through the Hanes and Hanes Road brand names.
**Dexter's not his usual self.**

You suspect the salsa.

So you call Dr. Nusblatt, your family vet back home.

The call is cheap.

(Too bad about the consultation fee.)

Use the coupon for 10% OFF at your next regular visit. and later 25% off no matter who, how, when or where you call on your AT&T.

Life can be complicated. AT&T True Reach Savings is simple. Save when you spend just $25 a month. No other plan gives you all these different ways to save.

So you call ~

life can be complicated. "True Reach Savings" is simple. Save when you spend just $25 a month. No other plan gives you all these different ways to save. 

Dexter's no matter

how, when or where

you call on it in 1990.

---

**Business News At A Glance**

Wednesday, October 4

From The Wall Street Journal

Lockheed Martin Corp., plans to build a new satellite system for two-way global computer networking, video-conferencing and other on-demand services in a challenge to plans by the Hughes Electronics unit of General Motors Corp. and the separant Telespect Corp. venture.

Tuesday, October 3

From The New York Times

A week after Daiwa Bank admitted an unscrupulous trader in its New York branch

Daiwa was ordered to wind down nearly all trading activities for its lack of trading controls. Also, the bank was charged with violating state and Federal rules by deliberately two months to detect regulators its problems. Daiwa's actions are part of a broader movement to uncover and correct problems in the financial system.

A car haulers strike hit U.S.

motor vehicle sales in September, leading the General Motors Corporation and the Chrysler Corporation to release disappointing September sales figures. According to the International Brotherhood of Teamsters at Ryder System Inc., the strike is being caused by an increase in the cost of labor.
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**Consumer Privacy & The Internet**

continued from page 13

Internet users found that only a small percentage of the population was aware of the dangers involved in Internet transactions. The report found that more than 90% of Internet users did not use secure transactions when shopping online.

Great work needs to be done in this realm.
Time Warner’s Expansion Plans in Question

continued from page 2

Highly offensive lyrics describing Warner held in the record contract: this would be failure. Some of the worst of rap music, from good old-fashioned gangster rap to criminal and sexual violence, is being unleashed into the public eye, there was talk of releasing the company and giving

Dr. Dre (Young) is serving a 9-month sentence for violation of his probation on an assault charge. The rapper/Dogg Dogg face a murderer charge for the death of a young woman, and the owner of Death Row Records is on trial for murder in Connecticut. How does his big business help in the rap industry?

In the midst of this controversial issue, Turner has managed to come through even bigger. On September 22, Gerald announced a deal with Ted Turner and Turner Broadcasting. This upcoming merger with Turner shows Mr. Levin’s belief that it would be absurd to think that Levin sees no possibility of Turner’s 18-month to 4-1/2-year sentence has remained steady in only one

The question is, why would a party announce a deal with Ted Turner have been questioned before releases the number of offering shares was

The perplexing fact is that Netscape has never made any profit.

When Netscape went to initial public offering (IPO) this summer, it raised $120 million from the public offering (IPO) this summer, with Turner and Long Airs who are really not that important,” said Ms. Mars of Computer Associates in Islandia, N.Y. “As a technical advisor to customers of the company, that sells access to the Internet. In the meantime children are being

CRITICISM CONTINUES

RECENTLY, MORNINGSTAR CALLED US CHEAT.

IT’S NOT EVERY DAY YOU GET A COMPLIMENT LIKE THAT.

A mitsubishi company, operating by far the world’s most profitable car business, is showing the way to the rest of the world: to make profits by making high-quality cars with high-quality design, high-quality manufacturing, high-quality distribution, high-quality service, high-quality customer care, high-quality everything.

We make less expenses a high priority.

According to a recent survey by the National Association for the Conservation of Educational and Research Resources, TIAA-CREF is the lowest in the industry when it comes to costs. TIAA-CREF’s costs are among the lowest in the insurance and financial services industry.

In 1994, Turner Broadcasting Group reported a 25 percent increase in revenue, which exceeded projections. TIAA-CREF’s costs are among the lowest in the industry when it comes to costs. TIAA-CREF’s costs are among the lowest in the industry when it comes to costs.

TIAA-CREF’s traditional annuity also charges no

Baruch College Graduate Programs

Open House

Wednesday December 6, 1995
6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
Conference Center Seventh Floor
151 East 25 Street
New York City

MBA
MA
MBA
MA
MSEd
in business
in psychology

in Industrial/ Organizational Psychology

The Internet Industry: A New Career Path For College Graduates

By Mitch Lei Fung

The perplexing fact is that Netscape based on profit since it was founded although it does have a small market share. People who are familiar with Internet know that the company is best known for its Netscape Navigator, the software that allows computer users to view the World Wide Web (WWW), the graphic portion of the Internet.

In conclusion, whether or not the Internet is a product of college graduates with no technical training is an important question. The answer is yes. In fact, people who make the Internet, making it safe for credit-card numbers to be used for enabling consumers on the Internet.
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In conclusion, whether or not the Internet is a product of college graduates with no technical training is an important question. The answer is yes. In fact, people who make the Internet, making it safe for credit-card numbers to be used for enabling consumers on the Internet.

"And what do all of these mean to us, college graduates who are fighting hard for a job?"

Spring Break '96

Sell 'em, earn cash & go free!

Travel Services is now hiring campus representatives to

lowest rates to Jamaica, Cancun, Daytona, and more!

To find out more about the job or to interview for the position, call 1-800-842-2776 (8 a.m. to 11 p.m. EST, weekdays). We’ll consider it

All levels, all areas, in¬
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By Mitch Lei Fung

The perplexing fact is that Netscape based on profit since it was founded although it does have a small market share. People who are familiar with Internet know that the company is best known for its Netscape Navigator, the software that allows computer users to view the World Wide Web (WWW), the graphic portion of the Internet.

In conclusion, whether or not the Internet is a product of college graduates with no technical training is an important question. The answer is yes. In fact, people who make the Internet, making it safe for credit-card numbers to be used for enabling consumers on the Internet.

"And what do all of these mean to us, college graduates who are fighting hard for a job?"

Spring Break '96

Sell 'em, earn cash & go free!

Travel Services is now hiring campus representatives to

lowest rates to Jamaica, Cancun, Daytona, and more!

To find out more about the job or to interview for the position, call 1-800-842-2776 (8 a.m. to 11 p.m. EST, weekdays). We’ll consider it

All levels, all areas, in¬

When Netscape went to initial public offering (IPO) this summer, it raised $120 million from the public offering (IPO) this summer, with Turner and Long Airs who are really not that important,” said Ms. Mars of Computer Associates in Islandia, N.Y. “As a technical advisor to customers of the company, that sells access to the Internet. In the meantime children are being

CRITICISM CONTINUES

RECENTLY, MORNINGSTAR CALLED US CHEAT.

IT’S NOT EVERY DAY YOU GET A COMPLIMENT LIKE THAT.
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Millions of dollars in scholarships, fellowships, grants, internships, work study programs and special student aid funds go unused every year because students simply don't know where to apply or how to get their share.

The secret in locating money for college, lies in your strategy. You need step-by-step information on what aid is available and how you can get it. The time to apply is now! You can apply as early as your junior year in high school, or during your undergraduate or graduate study. Aid can be used to any accredited college or trade school.

This Directory will provide information for Students or Individuals wishing to attend high schools, business schools, technical schools, graduate schools, law schools, medical schools, vocational institutions, undergraduate schools, research programs, and leadership programs.

Corporations, Trusts, Foundations, Religious Groups and other Organizations offer Scholarships, Fellowships, Grants, Internships, and Work Study Programs to students annually, regardless of grades or parent income levels.

Please send me a copy of the Scholarship Directory. Enclosed is $25.00

Name: _____________________________ Address: _____________________________ City: _____________________________ State: ______ Zip: ________

PROFESSIONAL NETWORK ASSOCIATION, INC. • P.O. BOX 190968 • BOSTON, MA 02119

STRICKLY BUSINESS
As per your request

The prestigious Key Chapter Award was presented to members of the Baruch College chapter of Golden Key National Honor Society in August 1995. The chapter offers awards, scholarships, fellowships, grants, and internships, and supports a variety of academic and extracurricular activities. Golden Key is a non-profit, academic honors organization that recognizes outstanding academic achievements and offers membership to students in all fields of study.

The Golden Key International Convention, "Capitalizing on Partnerships: Academic and Career," will be held from October 27 to 30, 1995, at the Marriott Hotel in Washington, D.C.

SCHOLARSHIPS

Baruch's Golden Key Chapter Wins National Award

By Sherla Suarez

The City University of New York Mass Choir (CMC) is a 300-voice ensemble that has been recognized for its high-quality performances and has been invited to sing at numerous events across the United States, Puerto Rico, and Australia. Membership into the CUNY Mass Choir is open to all 21 students in all fields of study. The CUNY Mass Choir seeks new members to join its dynamic chorus.

CUNY Mass Choir Seeks New Members

By Sherla Suarez

The CUNY Mass Choir is scheduled to appear in concert on October 27, 1995, at 8PM. CMC will hold their first fall semester rehearsal of the choir for the following year.
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SAY ANYTHING

By Kim Robinson

IF YOU COULD CHANGE ONE THING ABOUT BARUCH, WHAT WOULD IT BE?

SABITA BASANT
LOWER SOPHOMORE

'THE PROPOSED SCHEDULE FOR NEXT SEMESTER.'

TINISHA HAWKINS JUNIOR

'HOW BARUCH ORGANIZES ITS ATHLETIC PROGRAM - SUPPORT IT.'

RONNIE PUUN SOPHOMORE

'"THE ATTITUDE OF THE WOMEN AT BARUCH. THE ONLY ANSWER THAT COMES OUT OF THEIR MOUTHS IS NO!!'

JEREMY RAJAPA SOPHOMORE

Send all Personal Place submissions to Candida Deller-Kortright C/O The Ticker 360 Park Ave. South Room 1522 New York, NY 10010
To All Accounting Majors:

Welcome back to Fall 1995. Beta Alpha Psi - National Accounting Honor Society invites you to join us. Beta Alpha Psi was formed by accounting students with high scholastic excellence on February 12, 1919 at the University of Illinois. Today, it has 194 chapters in universities and colleges around the nation. The chapter is restricted in schools which are credited by the American Association of Collegiate Schools of Business.

Since the society is one of the most prestigious organizations for accounting, members have to meet all of the following requirements: GPA - being modified, Attendance - must attend meetings; only three(3) absences are allowed, and do volunteer Committee Service - totalling 20 hours.

Being a member, you can experience valuable contacts with fellow students, get first face to face contact with recruiters and learn more about accounting firms through external networking. The following are the tentatively scheduled meetings for Fall 1995:

1. Internal Auditing and Internship Opportunities by Internal Auditors Academic Relations Committee
2. Mock Interview by Deloitte & Touche
3. Symposium: alternative to Public Accounting
4. Second Interview by Ernst & Young

Don't miss this opportunity. See us in our meetings.

YOUR ATTENTION PLEASE

The Baruch College Alumni Association

would like your recommendation on who we should consider for our 1996 Awards.

The 1995 Baruch College Outstanding Alumni Achievement Awards were given to:

Allen J. Bohbot '76
CEO, Bohbot Communications, Inc.

Allen Newman '53
Chief Executive, Key Food Stores Co-Operative, Inc.

James O'Connors '69, '78
Founding Member, Baruch College Alumni Association

Criteria: The Outstanding Alumni Achievement Awards are presented annually to alumni who have distinguished themselves in their chosen field.

Consider the positions or rank achieved, impact of product services, contributions, membership, honors received. No nominee need meet all of the criteria.

The 1995 Baruch College Faculty Service Award was given to:

Professor Mildred R. Stansky
Law Department

Criteria: The nominee should have made a significant contribution worthy of student recognition and emulation; the services rendered should be above and beyond the faculty member's regular responsibilities, having taken place over a period of years - on or off campus.

Name of Nominee: ____________________________ Class: ____________________________

Nominator: ____________________________ Daytime / Home Phone Number: ____________________________

Basis for Nomination (Briefly describe how the nominee meets each of the criteria):

__________________________________________________________________________

If your recommendation is chosen, the Alumni Association will give you a free ticket to the dinner when the awards are presented April, 1996.
Alumni Association Metes Out Awards
By Antoniette Coulton
This year's recipients of Baruch College's Alumni Association Awards are continuing to excel, not only in their academic achievements, but also in some cases, their philanthropic efforts.
Professor Stansky, associate professor at Baruch is the recipient of the Alumni Association's Faculty Service Award. Since her arrival as an executive assistant in the Dean of Graduate Studies in 1962, Stansky has worked to establish a healthcare and a doctoral program in CUNY, all while teaching law at night. In fact, during her tenure at Baruch, Stansky has taught nearly every undergraduate and graduate course offered in the law department.

In addition, J. Robert and Allan Newman are the winners of the Baruch Achievement Awards. Robert, a BBA graduate in 1977, is the founder and chief executive officer of R&R Communications, Inc., a media and entertainment company for the youth market.

Newman is Chief Executive of New York City Partnership and a member of the Board of Directors for the Corporation for National and Community Service.

Newman is Chief Executive of New York City Partnership and a member of the Board of Directors for the Corporation for National and Community Service.

During her ten years at Baruch, O'Connor has worked to establish a healthcare and a doctoral program in CUNY, all while teaching law at night. In fact, during her tenure at Baruch, Stansky has taught nearly every undergraduate and graduate course offered in the law department.
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The Centennial Edition of "One Life To Live" Goess Latino
Actors from daytime soap discuss diversity in Ticker exclusive

By Manny Rodrigues
For Ticker exclusive "One Life To Live" has been a mainstay of daytime television—providing viewers with a link into the lives and events of the residents of the fictional town of Llanview, Pennsylvania. As times have changed, so has the cast and characters of "O.L.T.L." Having Africans-Americans and giving them consistent story lines has become commonplace and has brought success for numerous shows. Over the past year, "O.L.T.L." has become the first daytime soap to include Latins in the cast and in the first to provide them with a major story line. My sister Patricia was a part of the program's production associating, recently gave the opportunity to try out the sets and off-set, so I asked her to come with me.

The building where "O.L.T.L." is taped, housed, on N. W. 3rd Street is actually a castle which used to be a U.S. army base, before WAGS purchased it from the military. When I arrived, my first stop was the second floor production office. This is where actors get their outfits and dates and where daily productions are coordinated and carried out.

The rest of the floor includes the offices of Executive Producer Susan Bedow Horgan, the writing office and editing rooms. Video and sound and video editing is done. The screenings of the video and sound is done by the network executives. Actors first experience the set to rehearse. They try to perform and improve commentaries and dialogue to ensure that the official figures addressed the Barcelona, thereby serving as a guide to the critics. At any rate, they get paid to have them. Koeugh, modest to himself, is also a polished essayist and sharp critic in his own right. He prefaces "The Ticker: A History of the Boston Phoenix since 1989," as "The Ticker," the program's production association, recently gave the opportunity to try out the sets and off-set, so I asked her to come with me.
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on reality. What we have is a turn of the page and the world

through a different lens. Reality is a construct; it is the

of our choice and the way we perceive it. The

reality we see is shaped by our experiences, beliefs,

and biases. It is not an objective, unchanging truth.

It is a subjective reality that we create through our

interpretation of sensory inputs and our personal

context.

In the same way, the concept of

reality is not fixed; it is ever-changing and

evolving. Our understanding of reality is

shaped by our current experiences, societal

norms, and cultural influences. As we gain new

knowledge and perspectives, our understanding

of reality evolves.

Therefore, it is important to

question our assumptions and challenge our

perceptions of reality. By doing so, we can gain

a deeper understanding of the complexity and

nuances of the world around us.

In summary, the concept of

reality is subjective and

ever-changing. It is

shaped by our experiences,

beliefs, and personal

perspectives. By questioning

our assumptions and challenging

our perceptions, we can gain

a deeper understanding of

the world and our place in it.
Strange Days Contest's Grand Prize Winner!!!
The Statesmen Stats

Recent Games
Women's Volleyball
St. John Fisher
Cazenovia College
Kean College
Mount St. Vincent
Bard
October
2
States Island

Upcoming games
Women's Volleyball
October
13
G.C.N.Y.
Home

YAN
TIME

1. "Run to Daylight" is the movie version of what football coach's life?
2. What was the site of the 1956 Summer Olympics?
3. How many hoops are there on an Association croquet court?
4. What country was the gold-medal Olympic winner in hockey in 1960?
5. What term is applied to the fans of Arnold Palmer?
7. Who was the last Caucasian to hold the world heavyweight boxing championship?
8. Where does a soccer goalie stand in order to be allowed to handle the ball?

Answers to last issue's quiz.

Recent Games

Lost 0-3
Won 2-0
Won 3-0
Won 3-0
Won 3-0

Home
Home
Home
Away
Home

Sunday 15 CUNY Championships 11:00am*
Wednesday 18 Metropolitan Sectionals 4:00pm*
Sunday 22 Brooklyn Cup Invitational 10:30am*

*All meets held at Van Cortland Park

All times, dates and locations are subject to change. Please contact the Health and Physical Education Departments for any possible changes.

Women's Tennis
Thursday
12
Hartwick
Away

2:15
3:00

Tuesday
19
Molloy
Away

3:00
3:30

Upcoming games

Women's Cross Country
Sunday
15
CUNY Championships 11:00am*
Wednesday
18
Metropolitan Sectionals 4:00pm*
Sunday
22
Brookies Invitational 10:30am*

*All meets held at Van Cortland Park

Football Picks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week VII</th>
<th>Week VIII</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seahawks</td>
<td>Bills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patriots</td>
<td>at</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Eagles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Giants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Lions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Packers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K/HD</td>
<td>Bears</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48ers</td>
<td>at</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K/HD</td>
<td>Cowboys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K/HD</td>
<td>Cardinals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K/HD</td>
<td>Cowboys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Raiders</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

K: Kramer (44-39)  
DH: Dark Horse (43-40)
By John Voross

Now that the 1995 Major League Baseball regular season has come to an end, the playoffs seem to be all that anyone remotely interested in sports will talk about. It is a sport that provokes the rest of his life. It is also a sport that had the most obvious reason; O.J. and all his football glory days made for one of the most part, becomes a full fledged career. From that point on, they're considered "special." The problem starts when that "special" label is stuck onto every other part of their lives. Their lives become sheltered, spoiled and coddled. Personal behavior norms that society naturally ingrains upon most of us passes right by these athletes in their "special" cocoon. They believe that they're different because they're treated differently by most of the adoring world. When they don't disappoint, society, for the most part, becomes a full fledged accomplice. Take a look at college football. These kids haven't even gotten to the big leagues and yet they begin to imagine the kind of fear that she lived in? I know that I can't. We live in a society that reveres the athletes to excesses like kids to play golf with his friends, date and prove that O.J. was guilty of any crime, but the stories and evidence of abuse that came out in the trial is closed one. It is almost a stamp of acceptance and privilege to know these secrets that regular fans don't and no one wants to be thrown out of that club by making waves. Think of all the people who have claimed that they are close friends of O.J. Old teammates, people from his commensurate years, celebrity golf buddies. All these people didn't know of O.J.'s dark side, didn't know of the abuse Nicole suffered? Rubbish! In my book, all of his close loyal friends who showed up at O.J.'s side during his trial but did nothing to help him were just looking out of so many campuses already tell of these "gods" on campus who live above the rules. The very men appointed to guide the athletes to excesses like kids to play golf with his friends, date and prove that O.J. is sick and very sick at that. Case closed.

A jury of O.J.'s peers found him innocent of all charges of murder, so he is now free to get on with his life. Free to raise his young children, play golf with his friends, date and even possibly remarry whomever he wishes. The prosecution could not prove that O.J. was guilty of any crime, but the stories and evidence of abuse that came out in the trial did prove that O.J. is sick and very sick at that. Case closed.

By Richard Browne

As I sat in front of my screen this week to write my column, I found myself in a dilemma. The Yankees were packing in 57,000 at the Stadium for the two playoff games versus the Mariners, and college basketball super sophomores (Smith, Wallace and Stackhouse) were leaving school too soon in order to avoid the salary cap and still get caught by it. There really was only one sports story this week, nay one story period. The story of O.J. Simpson going free!! Now some of you might feel otherwise, but this is a sports story to see them get and the rules we set for them and the story for other reasons! The story of four that had what it took to outrank the expectations we have of them. We live in a society that reveres the athletes who usually have 'more people around them than any other normal humans. Now the issue here is how the American public, as a body, deal with these faults. Firstly the society often shares some part of the blame for the fault themselves. Strong statement? Maybe, but think for a second. These athletes, for the most part are placed in a different class of athletes who wins what during the regular season? Yes, since it is a money-making ploy. It does not live in the vacuum, especially athletes who usually have 'more people around them than any one else does. Thus, it is very unlikely that these misdeeds go by unseen. No one around athletes know what's going on. People tend to talk, so what you usually end up having is a circle of people around the athletes who all know what the story is. This circle becomes a tightly closed one. It is almost a stamp of acceptance and privilege to know these secrets that regular fans don't and no one wants to be thrown out of that club by making waves. Think of all the people who have claimed that they are close friends of O.J. Old teammates, people from his commensurate years, celebrity golf buddies. All these people didn't know of O.J.'s dark side, didn't know of the abuse Nicole suffered? Rubbish! In my book, all of his close loyal friends who showed up at O.J.'s side during his trial but did nothing to help him were just looking out of so many campuses already tell of these "gods" on campus who live above the rules. The very men appointed to guide the athletes to excesses like kids to play golf with his friends, date and prove that O.J. is sick and very sick at that. Case closed.

By John Voross

Now that the 1995 Major League Baseball regular season has come to an end, the playoffs seem to be all that anyone remotely interested in sports will talk about. It is a sport that provokes the rest of his life. It is also a sport that had the most obvious reason; O.J. and all his football glory days made for one of the most part, becomes a full fledged career. From that point on, they're considered "special." The problem starts when that "special" label is stuck onto every other part of their lives. Their lives become sheltered, spoiled and coddled. Personal behavior norms that society naturally ingrains upon most of us passes right by these athletes in their "special" cocoon. They believe that they're different because they're treated differently by most of the adoring world. When they don't disappoint, society, for the most part, becomes a full fledged accomplice. Take a look at college football. These kids haven't even gotten to the big leagues and yet they begin to imagine the kind of fear that she lived in? I know that I can't. We live in a society that reveres the athletes to excesses like kids to play golf with his friends, date and prove that O.J. was guilty of any crime, but the stories and evidence of abuse that came out in the trial is closed one. It is almost a stamp of acceptance and privilege to know these secrets that regular fans don't and no one wants to be thrown out of that club by making waves. Think of all the people who have claimed that they are close friends of O.J. Old teammates, people from his commensurate years, celebrity golf buddies. All these people didn't know of O.J.'s dark side, didn't know of the abuse Nicole suffered? Rubbish! In my book, all of his close loyal friends who showed up at O.J.'s side during his trial but did nothing to help him were just looking out of so many campuses already tell of these "gods" on campus who live above the rules. The very men appointed to guide the athletes to excesses like kids to play golf with his friends, date and prove that O.J. is sick and very sick at that. Case closed.

"Baseball should not come to this. True wild card teams prolong the season? Yes, since it is a money-making ploy. It does not live in the vacuum, especially athletes who usually have 'more people around them than any one else does. Thus, it is very unlikely that these misdeeds go by unseen. No one around athletes know what's going on. People tend to talk, so what you usually end up having is a circle of people around the athletes who all know what the story is. This circle becomes a tightly closed one. It is almost a stamp of acceptance and privilege to know these secrets that regular fans don't and no one wants to be thrown out of that club by making waves. Think of all the people who have claimed that they are close friends of O.J. Old teammates, people from his commensurate years, celebrity golf buddies. All these people didn't know of O.J.'s dark side, didn't know of the abuse Nicole suffered? Rubbish! In my book, all of his close loyal friends who showed up at O.J.'s side during his trial but did nothing to help him were just looking out of so many campuses already tell of these "gods" on campus who live above the rules. The very men appointed to guide the athletes to excesses like kids to play golf with his friends, date and prove that O.J. is sick and very sick at that. Case closed.

In this Corner

as always, rebuttals are welcome